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INTRODUCTION
It was the purpose of the recital to afford th e performer an
opportunity of developing overall musicianship and gaining insight into
the teaching of brass instruments through the preparation and performance
of several pieces of varied musical styles.
The writer elected to perform on trombone, baritone horn, and tuba.
Successful performances had been done on trombone and baritone horn
prior to the preparation of the master's recital.

However, the tuba was

a new performance experience because serious study of the instrument
had only covered about one year.
The writer was specifically concerned with the selection of literature suitable to the needs and competencies of the performer, sufficient
preparation of the pieces, and transfer problems between tuba, trombone,
and baritone horn.

Of primary importance was the obtaining of knowledge

in all aspects of tuba playing and tuba literature.

It is for this

reason that the writer researched the history and literature of the tuba
and not the trombone.

Because the baritone horn is a member of the tuba

family, its history coincides with that of the tuba .
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE TUBA
The Serpent
The ear l ies t bass member of the brass family was the serpent.
It was invented by a French churchman, Guillaume of Auxerre, in 1590.
The serpent was about e ight feet long and had "a shape that suggested
a snake" (Schwartz, 1938).
to hold and play.

This strange shape made the instrument easy

Some people took advantage of the serpent 's novel

shape and painted it so that it also had the unmistakable appearance of
a snake.

Guillaume ' s invention, which had a cup- s hap ed mouthpiece and

was made of wood covered with leather, was really just an addition to
the large family of cornettos and zi nken.
in Europe in the fourteenth century.
and the Germans called them zinken.

These instruments came about

The Eng lish called them cornettos,
All members of this family were

construct ed of wood covered with leather and had fing er holes (Schwart z ,
1938).

Schwartz says that their tone was said to be "colorless, coarse,

and windy" (p. 233) .

Guillaume apparently i nvent ed the serpent as a

l arger and better zinken or cornetto (Schwartz, 1938 , Fennell, 1954 ) .
The serpent was used mo stly in church music to doubl e and/or
reinforce the bass voices.

It cont inued to be used in church music

after other instruments were developed which would have done a better
job (Bobo, 1961).

I n Theodore Front ' s (1948) translation of Berlioz-

Strauss ' s Treatise on Instrumentation, Berlioz gives his opinion of
the serpent .
The truly barbaric tone of thi s i nstrument would be much better
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suited for the bloody cult of the Druids than for that of
the Catholic Church where it is still in use (p. 348).

Serpent
The Ophicleide
Near the close of the eighteenth century, the serpent began to
take on the shape of the bassoon with its tubing in two lines parallel
to each other.

With this change of shape, it soon came to be called

the serpent horn or military serpent.

Early in the nineteenth century
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a metal serpent horn appeared .

It

~<as

known more generally as the

serpentcleide, or ophicleide (Schwartz, 1938).

The ophicleide was an

improvement on the serpent because it " . . . was made of metal, contained
keys instead of open finger holes, and . . . was related to the keyed
bugle family" (Fennell, 1954, p. 21).

Although these instruments were

capable of playing notes in the range of the modern bass tuba, they
lacked a bass quality.

Fennell says they were "inadequate as bass

instruments" (p. 21).

Ophicleide
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Wieprecht's Tuba
The tuba with valves was invented by Wilhelm Wieprecht (1802-1872),
a Prussian bandmaster, in about 1828.

He abandoned the use of the keyed

bugle family in favor of the recently i nvented piston valve.

Wieprecht's

family of valved brass instruments "consisted of a small Eb cornet, an
Eb trumpet, a Bb tenor, and a Bb baritone"(Schwartz, 1938, p. 237).
Later Wieprecht made the baritone bore larger and it became known as the
euphonium in England and the bass tuba in other countries .
key of Bb, not BBb as many of today's tubas are.
in other keys also.

It was in the

Bass tubas were built

The F bass tuba became the most widely used

(Schwartz, 1938, Fennell, 1954).

In Fennell's book on the history of

wind instruments, he says of Wieprecht:
His extensive experiments in the application of Blumel's piston
valve led him to the successful development of the tuba, without
which instrument it would not have been possible for any kind of
band as we know it today to evolve (p. 21) .
Adolphe Sax's Tubas
There were so many different variations of brass instruments being
used around the middle of the nineteenth century that a composer could
not be sure on which instrument a brass part would be played.

Because

of all the assorted keys and bore sizes, there was a need for some kind
of organization and culling .

Adolphe Sax (1814-1897) accordingly intro-

duced his family of saxhorns to meet this demand (Schwartz, 1938).
The saxhorns were conical-bored instruments with an improved valve
that provided better intonation and permitted better technique .

Schwartz
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discusses nine different members of the saxhorn family consisting of
a smal l Eb soprano, similar to our high Eb cornet; a Bb soprano,
similar to our Bb cornet; an Eb alto; a Bb tenor; a Bb bass;
and a contra~bass in BBb (p. 239) .
John Burnau (1969) states that
With the invention of the saxhorn family the miscellaneous serpents,
ophicleides, bombardons and other odd tenor, baritone and bass
instruments faded out of the picture (p. 430).

Saxhorn
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About eight years after introducing the saxhorn, Adolphe Sax came
out with the family of saxtrombas.

In contrast with the saxhorns, the

saxtrombas had smal l er tubing, with one-third cylindrical and two-thirds
conical bore.
bowl-shaped.

The mouthpiece was not as deep as the saxhorn's and was
The saxtromba had a brighter and more solid tone.

Most

American-built baritones, euphoniums and tubas follow a slightly modified
saxtromba design whereas the more mellow sound of the saxhorn-like instruments (Flugelhorn and upright orchestral tuba) is more popular in
Europe (Schwartz, 1938).
As Haydn sounded the death knoll of the rabble of instruments
through his orchestrating, so Adolphe Sax silenced the Tower
of Babel through his instrument making (p. 240).
Wagner Tubas
There was a short-lived trend in the low brasses introduced by
Richard Wagner in his operas.

These "Wagner tubas" were constructed

for the purpose of extending the quality of the horn tone below its
compass .

They were built in two sizes, a tenor in Bb and a bass in F.

The Wagner tubas were actually like large French horns with the same
funnel-shaped mouthpiece and small, conical bore.

They were designed

to be played alternately with the French horn by the fifth, sixth,
seventh, and eighth chair players in the horn section.

Out of seventeen

brass in Wagner's orchestra at Byreuth, there were eight horn players,
four of which doubled on two tenor Wagner tubas in Bb and two bass
Wagner tubas in F.

One contra-bass tuba after the style of Wieprecht

and Sax was also used (Fennell, 1954).

The Wagner tubas were not widely
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used by any other composers and soon became obsolete.

These instruments

are occasionally used in Wagnerian pieces, but usually the parts are
played on regular tubas (Schwartz, 1938).

Wagner Tuba
Further Developments
Tubas have gone through a minimum of change since Sax's contributions with the exception of some variations in shape and improvements
in valve mechanism.

One such variation in shape appeared in Russia in
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the form of the helicon or circular bass.

It was used for marching or

playing on horseback and was the precursor of the modern sousaphone
(Torchinsky, 1964).

Around the time of the Civil War, a family of

tubas was designed so that the bell "backfired" over the shou lder.

The

reason for this shape was to throw the sound of the band back toward the
army or parade (Schwartz, 1938).
Czeveny, a Bohemian instrument maker, developed the fourth valve
whic h i s considered a must by most tuba players.

More valves were added

i n order to help intonation and extend the range downward.

There are some

F tubas in existance today with as many as seven valves (Torchinsky, 1964).
Fennell (1954) points out that John Philip Sousa was responsible for
de s ign of the instrument known today as the sousaphone.
Th e original design of the sousaphone was suggested by Sousa
to overcome the blatant quality of tone of the helicon tuba
which he knew from his days with the Marine Band . The sousaphone
he used in his band had its unusually large flaring bell pointing
s traight upward, not forward, as in the fashion today (p. 39).
Today's Tubas
Th e meaning of the word "tuba" differs throughout the world.

The

word, which originally meant a straight trumpet, today in Europe means
all of the upright saxhorn-type instruments from Bb tenor to BBb bass.
There are Bb tenor tubas, Bb baritone tubas, and various bass tubas in
Bb, F, Eb, CC, and BBb (Schwartz, 1938).

The French tuba is built in

the key of C, one octave above the CC tuba.

It is a large bored

instrument and has six valves enabling it to play within the following
extreme range.
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Figure 1.

Range of the French C tuba.

If a European musician says he plays the tuba, it is an instrument
like our baritone or euphonium.
ment is probably an F tuba.

If he plays the bass tuba, his instru-

The European contra-bass tuba, wh ich is

not often used, is built in CC.

The BBb tuba is almost never used in

Western Europe but is the standard tuba in the Soviet Union (Bobo, 1961,
Torchinsky, 1964).
In America it is unusual to call any instrument a tuba unless it is
a wind bass.

Because of the trend for band instruments to be built in

Bb or Eb, the American basses took their place in the instrumentation
of the band as Eb and BBb instruments.

The Eb tuba, although very popu-

lar during the first half of the twentieth century, is much less popular
today.

There are four types of instruments commonly referred to as

tubas in this country.

They are the sousaphone, upright tuba, recording

bass, and tuba with interchangeable bells (upright and recording).
The recording bass, with the bell-front, and the upright tuba, with
the s traight bell, furnish instruments for varied situations.
The recording type might be used when there is a small bass section
in an otherwise large band, because it has more projection of sound
directed at the audience. The upright bell, on the other hand,
diffuses its sound by not projecting directly to the listener.
A large bass section in a band might use these exclusively to
better the balance and blend of the organization. Because less
volume is desired from the tuba in the orchestra and small ensemble,
the upright is desirable in both. One manufacturer is offering a
tuba that has interchangeable bells, recording and upright. This
horn provides a versatile and considerably less expensive solution
to your varied needs in uses for the tuba (Fraser, n.d.).
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The standard orchestral tubas used in America are the upright CC
and upright F.

Rober Bobo (1961), tubist in the Los Angeles Philhar-

monic, uses several different tubas for different situations.
It is preferable to have more than just one instrument to play in
varied styles. An F tuba for the serpent and ophicleide parts,
a small CC tuba for the best blend with other brass instruments
and for smaller chamber orchestra work, and a large CC tuba for
a very full and powerful sound. Of course not all tuba players
are able to have all these instruments at their disposal. In
this case the instrument that will serve best as an 'all purpose'
tuba is the smaller bore CC tuba. This instrument can be used
with good effect in both bands and orchestras; and with a good
player, it could be used on serpent and ophicleide parts, although
the F tuba would always be preferable (p. 67).
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PROGRAM NOTES AND ANALYSES
Air and Bouree
Air and Bouree was tran scribed for tuba and piano by William J. Bell
(1902- 1971) who is widely known and recognized for his contribution to the
field of tuba playing and tuba teaching.

He is sometimes referred to as

the "father" of tuba playing in America because among his students are a
great many top tuba performers and teachers.

As a professional player

he performed with John Philip Sousa's band, the Cincinnati Symphony, the
NBC Symphony, and the New York Philharmonic Orchestra.

As a teacher,

Bell wa s on the music faculties of Cincinnati Conservatory, Juilliard
School of Music, Manhattan School of Music, Teachers College at Columbia
University, New York University and Indiana University.

He ha s composed

and transcribed many tuba solos and methods (Bell, 1968).
The title of the Air, Komm susser Tod, translated, means "Come
Sweet Death."

The chorale melody is played by the tuba with the piano

playing a simple harmonic background.

This through-composed melody is

in the key of g minor although it cadences in Bb major and c minor.
The Bouree is from Violin Partita No. 1, not from Sonata No. 2 ·as
Mr. Bell's transcription says.

This partita is a suite of dance forms

consisting of Allemande, Double, Corrente, Double, Sarabande, Double,
Bouree, and Double .
it.

A double is a variation on the movement that precedes

Apel's (1958) definition of a Bouree is "A French seventeenth-

century dance, probably from the Auvergne, usually in quick duple meter
with a single upbeat" (p. 92).

This Bouree fits well into Apel's
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description.

The basic uniting factor of this selection is the following

rhythmic motif which is found constantly throughout the piece:

Figure 2.

Rhythmic motif in Bouree (Bach-Bell, 1937).

The motive is always in different melodic intervals and it often
has rhythmic variation, but the rhythmic feeling is a lways there as the
following examples show:

ru

a.

b.

J

rr r

c.

J

n

j

J

JIJIJ
Figure 3. Melodic and rhythmic variat ion
of Bouree motif (Bach-Bell , 1937).
Romanze and Rondo

Romanze and Rondo ar e the second and third movements of Mozart' s
Concerto No. 3 for Horn and Orchestra K. 447.

Alan Civil (1961), one
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of today's top horn soloists points out that
Mozart was one of the first composers to bring the soloist to
a prominent position out of the orchestra to be the focal
point of the work, both visually and musically. He was quick
to realize the potentialities of wind instruments and wrote
concertos for flute, clarinet, bassoon, and horn (n.d.).
Apart from being one of the most important composers in history, Mozart
must also be given credit for
. . . being the most important composer in the development of
music for wind instruments in two and one-half centuries of
orchestral development encompassed between the Hantua and
Venice operas of Claudio Monteverdi and the first production
of Richard Wagner's Ring of the Nibelung at Bayreuth in
1876 (Fennell, 1954, p. 10).
Romanze is in sonata allegro form with the first section having
three parts (ABA) all basically in Ab major.
after the piano modulates into Eb major.
the piano in the original key of Ab major.

The development begins

The recapitulation comes in
The melody is picked up by

the tuba four measures later and the movement ends with a six measure
coda.
Rondo is in the classic rondo form of ABACA.

The key center is

Eb major and the A sections are always in the tonic key.

B is in the

dominant and C is in the subdominant key.
Two Moods for Tuba
Donald Swann (b. 1923), an English composer, pianist, and comedian,
composed this piece for the well-known musical cartoonist Gerrard
Hoffnung, who was also an amateur tuba player.

Mr . Swann is best known

in this country for his part in the Flanders-Swann r evue, "At the Drop
of a Hat," which played on Broadway.
was completed (Swann, 1961).

Hoffnung died before the piece
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The first movement, Elegy, makes use of a smooth, f lowing melodic
line in the tuba over pulsating eighth notes in th e piano, as the
following example shows.

3

Figure 4.

Melodic line and pulsating eighth Notes in Elegy.

The intense quality of t he upper register of the tuba adds to the
sad character of this movement.

Although a t uba mute was not available

to the performer, research revealed that Elegy
. . . calls for muted tuba during most of the movement. The
sound of the muted tuba, though not unfamiliar to the symphony
orc hestra, represents, in this piece, the first time that it
has been requir ed in solo tuba literature and demonstrates the
composer's interest in achieving a new color in this medium of
composition (Marzan, 1972, p. 8).
The Scherzo movement is a fast-moving pi ece employing the technique
of shifting tonality.

I?., a•1 i ij S I §

IE

v

0 [j

1 ffl

~f! I J@
£h07p ZF

P !§UJ~Efl,,f11{tnl tCW t!;DJIIJ;

Figure 5.

Shifting tonalities in Sch.e rzo (Swann, 1961).

v
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In this "catchy" piece one can hear overtones of the Laurel and Hardy
theme song.

It is obvious that this comical

composed by a comedian for a comedian.

"tuba-ish" piece was

Both Elegy and Scherzo are in

ABA form.
Concert Piece
Concert Piece by Felix Alexandre Guilmant (1837-1911) is also
known by the title Morceau Symphonique.

Guilmant is best known for his

contribution to the field of organ music.
Through numerous concert tours in Europe and America (from
1895) he estab lished himself not only as a virtuoso of the
first rank, but as the head of the modern school of organ
composers (Pratt, 1924, p. 405).
Although most of his compositions are for organ, he wrote several works
for violin, cello, flute, and trombone.

This work was originally

written for trombone and orchestra.
The two basic sections of this piece are Andante sostenuto and
Allegro moderato.

Andante sostenuto, which is in the key of Bb minor,

is lyrical and flowing with dotted eighth and sixteenth rhythms contrasting the legato lines .

Figure 6. Contrasting articulation
in Concert Piece (Smith, 1963).
The first section ends with a cadenza in Bb major which acts as a
modulation (Bb being the dominant of the new key) into the second
section, Allegro moderato, which is in Eb major .
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The main theme of Allegro moderato is basically an ascending major
sca le followed by syncopated notes whose contour is descending, as
shown in the following example:
.....-------...

>

I F' G lt I r

f1

Figure 7. Principle theme of Allegro moderato
in Guilmant's Concert Piece (Smith, 1963).

This sixteenth note scalular run is repeated throughout this section in
the keys of Bb major, D major, and P major.

The second theme of Allegro

moderato is the following contrasting legato melody, which is played
interspersed in various keys with the first melody throughout the remainder of the piece.

Figure 8.

Second theme of Allegro moderato (Smith, 1963).

Following the first Allegro moderato section, there is a second
Andante sostenuto lasting only ten measures.

It begins in Ab minor and

modulates to a climax which outlines the A major triad.

The following

example shows the climactic point:

Figure 9.

Climactic point of Concert Piece (Smith, 1963).
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The main theme of Allegro moderato then recapitulates with a
dramatic coda to the end.
Three Short Pieces for Baritone Horn and Piano
Albert Gower (b. 1935), composer of Three Short Pieces, teaches
at the University of Southern

~1ississippi

in Hattiesburg .

He hol ds a

Ph. D. degree in composition from North Texas State University.

Mr.

Gower has studied composition with George F. McKay, Homer Keller, and
Samuel Adler (Gower, 1967).
The three movements of this work are Giocoso, Cantabile, and
Allegro .

They are all without a basic tonal center and have chords

and melodic intervals built on fourths.

The first two movements are

through-composed and the last is in ABA form.
Giocoso uses playful melodic and rhythmic interplay between the
baritone and piano, as shown below.

=- b~
1'1
I

~f

----

...
,.,.c-·

-

v

--

+..f.->

1\

>~

"'~--.....
.._.

Figure 10. Interplay between baritone horn and piano
in Giocoso of Three Short Pieces (Gower, 1967).
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It is basically in 2/4 time and in three sections, ABC.
ends in a 3/4 measure with syncopation.

Each section

It is this motif which gives

the movement unity .

II
Figure 11.

Unifying motif from Giocoso (Gower, 1967).

Cant abile has flowing melodic lines in the baritone with sparse
chords built on fourths in the piano, as the following example shows:

ca .. tabi/e J='72.
~
p

-

I

Figure 12.

II

RP.a..~

Harmony built on fourths in Cantabile (Gower, 1967).

The following example shows the extremes of range in the baritone
horn in Cantabile:
a.

b.

Figure 13.

.

~

.

---

I

Range of baritone horn in Cantabile (Gower, 1967).
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The light march-like Allegro holds the attention of the listener
by use of shifting meter.

Several well-placed 3/8 measures in this

basically 2/4 piece provide for much interest , as shown below.

Figure 14. Shifting meters in Allegro
from Three Short Pieces (Gower , 1967).
Suite for Unaccompanied Tuba
Walter S. Hartley, composer of Suite for Unaccompanied Tuba, holds
the position of associate professor and chairman of the music department
at Davis and Elkins College .
Eastman School of Music.

He ha s a B.M., M.M., and a Ph . D. from the

Hartley, a composition student of Bernard

Rogers and Howard Hanson, is noted for his chamber music for brass
instruments (ASCAP, 1966).

The writer knows of seven pieces which

Hartley has contributed to the tuba repertoire:

Aria, Sonata, Sonatina

for tuba and piano, Concertina for Tuba and Band, Double Concerto for
Tuba, Alto Saxophone and Wind Octet, Duet for Tuba and Flute, and Suite
for Unaccompanied Tuba.
Suite for Unaccompanied Tuba, dedicated to Rex Connor, tuba
instructor at the University of Kentucky, is of particular
interest because it is the first number to be written for
tuba without accompaniment (Marzan, 1972, p. 6).
Each of the four movements, Intrada, Valse, Air, and Galop, are
short and, with the exception of Air, have a humorous connotation.
Although the medium is monophonic, tonality and harmonic progression
is always obvious.

Cadences are executed melodically by approaching
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the tonic from a perfect fourth below, a perfect fifth above , or a
half step below.

Tonality may shift sudden ly, but shifts nrc writt,•n

in suc h n wny thnt the new key is

r~cognizable .

Along with s udden

shifts i n tonality, drastic changes in dynamics and moods make this
piece enjoyable to listen to and fascinating to study.
Intrada is in rondo form (ABACAD), with many key changes.

A

unifying factor in this movement is that at the close of each A section
is a similar passage which ends in a different key each time.

The

examples below show how every time this happens the cadence of the new
key is established from a fourth below.

a.
>

b.

c.

Figure 15. Cadence points in Intrada
from Su ite for Unaccompanied Tuba (Hartley, 1964).
Valse is a caricature of the 3/4 valse style taken in one count
per measure.
the B section.

The form is ABA with a short coda which is reminiscent of
It

changes key many times and most cadences are approached

rnf

Figure 16.

·

·

-

4 ',"#.,. ..__.,IJ

Cadence point in Valse (Hartley, 1964).
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Ai.r is through-composed in form, is slow and flowing, and has
many key changes.

All of the cadences in this movement, except the

one at the end, finish on the tonic.

The final cadence in Air sets

up a definite cadence in a minor but ends on a C#, which is the picardy
third.

This example demonstrates that Mr. Hartley's tonality is tricky

but never obscure.
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Figure 17.
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Picardy third in Air (Hartley, 1964).

Galop is a caricature of an up-tempo march .

The form is ABA with

a romping and articulated A and a legato B section.
B sections , Hartley

II

al~<ays

Between the A and

interjects some material which would be

equivalent to the bass line by itself in a march, as shown below.

J I

J qJ1
>

,.

p

Figure 18. Ha rtley's interjection of
extra bass-line material in Galop (Hartley, 1964).
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METIIOD OF PROCEDURE
Selection of Literature
Several considerations were made in the selection of pieces to be
performed on the recital:
1.

Was the piece representative of a musical style desired
by the performer?

2.

Nas it within the capabilities of the performer?

3.

What could the performer learn from it technically
and musically?

4.

Did it fit the instrument?

The primary search for tuba solo literature was in recordings.

By

writing to education-oriented record companies for catalogs, the writer
secured a collection of recordings made by tuba soloists playing a
variety of literature.

The following discography served as the primary

source for literature:
Bill Bell and his Tuba

Golden Crest Records
220 Broadway
Huntington Station, NY

Roger Bobo and Tuba play
Galliard, Barat, Kraft,
Hindemith, Wilder, with
Ralph Grierson, Piano

Crystal Record Co.
P.O. Box 65661
Los Angeles, CA 90065

John Barrows-Horn, Harvey
Phillips-Tuba

Golden Crest Records

Harvey Phillips in Recital

Golden Crest Records

Tuba Solos, Rex Conner

Coronet Recording Co.
375 East Broan Street
Columbus, OH
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Vaughan IHll iams-Pastoral
Symphony, Tuba Concerto,
John Fletcher, Soloist
Andre Previn/London Symphony

RCA Records

Tuba Solos, Robert LeBlanc

Coronet Recording Co.

Following is a list of tuba records acquired after the r ecital.
It is included in this report in the hope that these recordings might
provide a source of solo literature and tonal concepts for the young
tubist.
Recital Music for the Tuba
Peter Popiel, Tuba

Mark Educational Recordings
Buffalo, NY

The ~rusic of Warren Benson
John Turk, Tuba

Coronet Recording Co.

All Star Concert Band
Harv ey Phillips, Tuba

Golden Crest Records

The Burke-Phillips All-Star
Concert Band Vol. II
Harvey Phillips, Tuba

Golden Crest Records

The Chicago Symphony Trombone
&Tuba Sections Play Concert
Works and Orchestral Excerpts
Arnold Jacobs, Tuba

Educational Brass Recordings
1044 Forest
Wilmette, IL 60091

Solo Brass: New Perspectives
Rober Bobo, Tuba

Avant Records

By studying the pieces on tuba record albums and scanning catalog
listings of tuba literature, the writer purchased many solos which were
considered as recital possibilities.
Due to the fact that virtually no solo tuba literature was written
prior to this century, the writer had to make use of the repertoires of
other instruments in order to perform music of the Baroque and Classical
periods.
period.

Bach's Air and Bouree was chosen to represent the Baroque
This William Bell arrangement

of two famous Bach pieces

fit
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the tuba well.

It also demanded accurate rapid tonguing and long

phrasing between breaths, both of which were areas beneficial to the
performer.
Ju st as Bach was an appropriate composer to represent the Baroque
period, Mozart was the natural composer to represent the Classical
period.

Although Romanze and Rondo presented little technical diffi-

culty, it afforded the performer a chance to learn some of the subtle
aspects of playing Mozart.

Because of the similar tone qualities of

the tuba and horn, and the tessitura of the tuba part (one octave
below the horn in concert key), this piece also fit the tuba very well.
Two Moods for Tuba, recorded by Harvey Phillips, was selected
because the contrast between the two movements offered the opportun ity
to play Lwo styles -- intense and tragic in Elegy, and fun and romping
in Scherzo.

This piece was probably composed for the F tuba because

the range goes as high as F above middle C.
work on the high register of the tuba.

This presented a need to

The sixteenth-note scalular

runs in the Scherzo demanded a need to develop rapid, clean tonguing.

Figure 19.

Scalular runs in Scherzo (Swann, 1961) .

Concert Piece, the only selection performed on the trombone, is
one of the standard works for the instrument.

It

covers many facets

of trombone playing in that it makes use of legato and staccato styles,
it covers all registers of the instrument, and has tricky technica l pa ssages.
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Figure 20. Difficult technical passage
from Concert Piece (Smith, 1963).
Guilmant ' s Concert Piece also completes the scheme of musical styles
of the recital in that it is characteristic of the Romantic period.
Baritone horn players have nearly always had to use the trombone
and cornet literature because composers did not write for the instrument.
Three Short Pieces was selected because it is one of several new pieces
written specifically for the baritone horn and its tonality and form
were different from any other compositions on the recital program.
Suite for Unaccompanied Tuba, recorded by Rex Conner, was selected
because its moods and dynamic changes made it an excellent piece for
expression.

When playing a solo unaccompanied, the performer must

always keep the melodic interest going and really be aware of expressive
devices.

Besides being fun to perform it was fun to listen to, making it

an excellent closing number for the recital.
Preparation
Practice on trombone, baritone horn, and tuba could not take place
every day in the early s tages of preparation.
on learning skills on the tuba.

Major emphasis was placed

For two or three weeks at a time,

trombone or baritone horn was practiced every day, after which the tuba
study continued.

The writer was fortunate to be able to play the tuba

in band rehearsal almost every day during the times when emphasis of study
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was on the trombone or baritone horn.

After the final selection of

literature had taken place, all three instruments were practiced nearly
every day.
The major playing problems in preparation showed up on the tuba.
One such problem was maintaining breath support in long phrases.

En-

durance in breath support was built through playing and supporting long
tones and expelling all of the air.

Lip slurs

building breath support and flexibility.

were beneficial in

Later it was learned that to

"think crescendo always" was a good device for building breath support
into one's tuba sound.
Satisfactory rapid tonguing on the tuba was also difficult for the
performer .

Being a former trombone-baritone p layer, the "tah" syllable

in tonguing was used at first on the tuba.

The tuba embouchure, however,

calls for lower jaw and a more open space between the teeth.
naturally, slowed down tonguing and made it sound sloppy.

This,

By replacing

the syllable "tah" with "do" or "du" it was found that tonguing was
easier and cleaner.

The sound of

"ii" in the "do" syllable also opened

the throat more, making a fuller tone.

Rapid tonguing over scalular

passages was also improved by pushing the air harder and putting less
into the tongue movement.

It

is believed that this generalization

would a lways apply to rapid tonguing on all brass instruments.
Transfer of Instruments
It was assumed that to perform successfully on two different sized
mouthpieces (the trombone and baritone horn used the same size mouthpiece, a Bach 6 l/2 AL), the performer must develop two distinct
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emhouchures.

The trombone-baritone and the tuba embouchures both

demand support from the corners of the mouth, leaving the middle free
and flexible.

The tuba needs a larger vibrating area and considerably

less tension in the corners.
Because it was decided that major emphasis of performance would
be on the tuba, the three most important tuba pieces were programmed
first.

This allowed the performer to get properly warmed up on the

tuba before the rehearsal or recital.

Although the same size mouthpiece

was used on the trombone and baritone horn, the trombone tone suffered
the most in the transfer of the three instruments.

It was found that

i t took about ten minutes of careful warm-up to get the desired trombone
embouchure and tone after playing the tuba.

Mr. Mauchley, the accom-

panist, agreed to play a solo while the warm-up took place during the
recital.

The first notes played on th e trombone were long notes s tarting

on low Bb and playing each chromatic note down to low E in long, full
tones.

Next, low scale passages were played s lowl y to ensure good tone

on each note through proper breath support.

Lip slurs over a span of

an octave in the middle and low registers helped get the lips vibrating
and the air stream working.

However, it was found that too much l ip

slurring had a tendency to tir e the player.
were then played in relatively long tones.

Scales with larger ranges
Tone was the primary

concern in the trombone warm-up .
The baritone horn posed no problem in transfer.

Because the

baritone horn was played immediately after the trombone, the embouc hure
was already set.

The major difference in playing the two was that the

cylindrical bore of the trombone demanded more centering of the air
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column than did the conical bore of the baritone horn.

After blowing

a few notes on the baritone horn the performer was ready to play.
The return to the tuba after the baritone horn was also easier
than expected.

After a few long tones and lip slurs, the tuba em-

bouchure was restored.
The writer is convinced that two distinct embouchures were built
in preparation for this recital.

The problems with the tone on the

trombone were attributed to the placement or centering of the air
stream, a problem that is assumed to be correctible through further
practjce.
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CONCLUSION
It was the purpose of this recital to afford the writer an opportunity to develop overall musicianship and gain insig ht into teaching
through the preparation and performance of several pieces of varied
musical styles.

The writer was concerned with selecting literature

suitable to the needs and competencies of the performer, sufficient
preparation of those pieces, and the transfer between tuba, trombone,
and baritone horn.
The recital preparation was helpful in becoming better acquainted
with literature available to low brass instrument s , particularly the
tuba.

It was also beneficial in gaining more skil l in performi ng on the

instruments used in the recital.

The experience of learning to prepare

for a performance will be beneficial in helping the writer's students
prepare for performance.
It was discovered that the trombone tone was difficult to produce
satisfactori ly after playing the tuba because the cylindrical bore
of the trombone demanded a much different type of air column.

However,

it was found that two distinct embouchures (one for the trombone and
baritone horn and one for th e tuba) could be developed simultaneously.
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